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Let f be an integrable function on the unit disk. The Hankel operator Hf is den- 
sely defined on the Bergman space AP by H,g=fg- P(fg), where g is a bounded 
analytic function and P is the Bergman projection (orthogonal projection from L2 
to A’) extended to L’ via its integral formula. In this paper, the functions f for 
which H, extends to a bounded operator from AP to Lp are characterized, 
1 < pi co. Also characterized are the functionsffor which H,extends to a compact 
or Schatten class operator on A’. The proofs can be extended to handle any 
smoothly bounded domain in C in place of the unit disk. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. hT~0~ucTbN 
Let D be the unit disk in the complex plane C, endowed with two- 
dimensional area measure dA. Let L* denote L*(D, &I) and let A2 denote 
the closed subspace of L* consisting of analytic functions. The orthogonal 
projection from L* to A2 will be denoted P. Given a function f~ L2 it 
is possible to define the Hankel operator y, on the bounded analytic 
functions H” by 
H,g=fg-P(fg). 
In fact, since P can be explicitly described in terms of integration against 
the Bergman kernel, it is possible to make sense of H,- when f is merely in 
L’. The purpose of this paper is to prove necessary and sufficient condi- 
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tions on fin order that Hf be bounded in the L2 norm, that is, in order 
that there exists a constant C such that for all g in Ho0 
A standard side effect of the characterization is a similar characterization 
of the functions f for which H, is (extends to be) a compact operator from 
A2 to L2. Since H, is just multiplication by f, followed by projection onto 
L20A2 the orthogonal complement of A2, we can obtain information on 
Hf by investigating the form (fg, h), g E A2, h E L20A2. This will be our 
approach. It is only this so-called “big Hankel operator” that we will be 
considering. The “small” or “reduced” Hankel operator is defined by h/g = 
Q(fg) where Q is the projection onto the conjugate analytic functions. See 
[12] and its references for information on that operator. 
Previous work has obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
boundedness or compactness of Hf, but always with some restrictions on 
the function $ The first may have been [4] in which S. Axler obtained 
among other things the result that iffE A2 then F, is bounded (respectively 
compact) if and only if f belongs to the Bloch space $+J (resp. the little 
Bloch space g,,). 
In [6], BCkollC, Berger, Coburn, and Zhu study the same problem in a 
more general setting (bounded symmetric domains in C”) but with the 
restriction that H, and Hf be simultaneously bounded or, equivalently, that 
f be real valued. 
Another result, due to K. Stroethoff [18], characterizes the bounded 
functions f for which Hf is compact. The nature of his argument does not 
allow a limiting process to obtain a compactness criterion for unbounded 
.f 
There have been several extensions and generalizations of these results. 
See, for example, [3, 5, 11, 19-23, 271. The results in this paper are 
restricted (at present) to the disk D or at least to smoothly bounded 
domains in the plane. However, the method used is general enough to 
obtain with essentially no extra effort the criteria for compactness, for Lp 
boundedness when p > 1, and for membership in the Schatten classes Yp 
when p 2 1. It is hoped that the method will eventually be extended to 
handle the case of the unit ball B in CN and even to strongly pseudoconvex 
domains. What is lacking at present are appropriate analogues of 
Lemmas 2 and 3 in Section 3. A similar problem occurs for weighted 
Bergman spaces. See Section 7 for a discussion of these problems. 
The next section takes up some basic ideas needed for the main theorem. 
In Section 3 the main theorem is stated and proved, characterizing 
bounded Hankel operators y, in terms of J In subsequent section I will 
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discuss extensions of the main result. Section 4 contains a proof of the 
corresponding compactness result, Section 5 a characterization of the 
boundedness in the Lp norm, and Section 6 a characterization of the mem- 
bership in the Schatten ideals Yp, 1 <p < co. Finally, in Section 7, I will 
discuss the corresponding result in the unit ball in CN, N> 1, and for 
weighted A2 spaces. While I am optimistic about soon finding a proof for 
the ball in CN, I do not think the same methods will be able to extend the 
result to the general setting of bounded symmetric domains dealt with in 
[6]. It does, however, seem likely that a similar result must be valid in that 
setting. 
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The characterizations obtained here, in [4, 6, 181 all make use of the 
following ideas. Let p denote the pseudohyperbolic metric, 
and let d denote the hyperbolic metric, 
d(z, w) = log 1 + P(Z, WI 
1 - P(Z, WI’ 
Both of these metrics are invariant under automorphisms of the disk. That 
is, if cp: D + D is analytic, one-to-one, and onto, then 
P(cp(Z)? rp(w)) = Pk WI. 
For each a E D let (Pi be the Mobius transformation 
Then 40, is an automorphism of D which interchanges 0 and K Two 
properties of q0 are required: 
qoa(~P,(Z)) = z
d(z)= - 
1 - Ial2 (2.1) 
(1 -az)*’ 
Given any automorphism cp of D, let U, be the operator defined on L2 by 
u,g= (g”vP) cp’. 
Then, if 1) g/J denotes the L2-norm of g, we have (1 U, gl) = I( g/J. This is a con- 
sequence of the fact that ) ~‘1’ is precisely the real Jacobian of the mapping 
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w = q(z). Thus U, is unitary with inverse U,-1 and U, preserves both A2 
and its orthogonal complement L2@A2. Thus U, commutes with P. Note 
that (2.1) implies that UqO 17,~ = I. A good source for all these ideas is Kehe 
Zhu’s book [26, Sect. 4.31. 
Fix an arbitrary positive number Y and let D(z) = D(z, v) = 
{w E D: d(z, w) < r}. Define the 2-mean osciflation of a function f on O(z) 
by 
This is nothing more than the distance fromf to the constant functions in 
the space L2(D(z), (l/(D(z)l) dA). Define the space BMOF to be the set of 
functions fin L2 such that MOF(f, z) is bounded. Define VMO#! to be the 
functions in BMOF for which MOF(f, z) + 0 as (z( + 1. The space BMO: 
depends on the exponent 2. That is, if a space BMOP is defined 
analogously using Lp norms, then BMO,P # BMOf unless p = 2. This differs 
from classical BMO and the reason is that the disks D(z) used to define the 
space are of fixed (hyperbolic) size. Nevertheless, the spaces BMOF are 
independent of r! Thus r must be fixed, but it does not matter what it is 
fixed at. See K. Zhu [27]. Henceforth the notational dependence on r is 
dropped. 
The characterization in [6] is that for real valued functions f, H, is 
bounded (respectively compact) if and only if f~ BMO’ (respectively 
f~ I/MO’). Zhu has shown that the same ideas can be extended to Lp 
boundedness: For real f the operator H, is bounded (compact) if and only 
ifs belongs to BMOP ( VMOp). It should be pointed out that all the results 
mentioned include additional necessary and sufficient conditions similar to 
the additional conditions in our main theorem. 
In [lS] (for the disk D) and [19] (for the ball in C”’ and polydisks), 
Stroethoff has obtained compactness criteria that do not require f to be 
real, but do require it to be bounded. The functions U,,l = qb are unit 
vectors in A2 that tend to 0 weakly as JaJ tends to 1. If H,. is compact, 
then 1) f 0 cp, - P(f 0 cp,)II = (/ HpI(( -+ 0 as (al -+ 1. This necessary 
condition turns out to be sufficient and Stroethoff showed this when f 
is bounded. Stroethoff actually showed a little more, namely that 
/( fo (Pi - P(fo cp,)l[ Lp -+ 0 is also necessary and sufficient for any p > 1. This 
seems to be special to the case f E L”. A second necessary and sufficient 
condition obtained by Stroethoff is discussed below. 
One characterization to be obtained here is that H/ is bounded if and 
only if the following function is bounded: 
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Thus our result replaces bounded distance to the constants (BMO) with 
bounded distance to analytic functions (BDA?). It will be shown later 
(Section 5) that for real valued functions and conjugates of analytic 
functions the two distances are comparable. Thus many af the previous 
results about boundedness of H/, when specialized to the unit disk D, 
follow from ours. Stroethoffs second compactness criterion is that the 
above function tends to zero as z tends to the boundary of D. Again, his 
proof is only for f E L” and again he also gets an Lp, p > 1, version that 
seems to be special to this case. More on this in Sections 4 and 5. 
There is a class of functions for which H, is almost trivially bounded. If 
f satisfies 
(2.2) 
then (see [ 17, 9, 161) the measure ( f 1 2 d.4 is a “Carleson measure” for the 
Bergman space and so the operator M,: A2 --f L2 defined by Mfg = fg is 
bounded. It is immediate that H, = (I-P) M, is bounded. A second part 
of our characterization is that Hr is bounded if and only if f can be decom- 
posed as f = fi + f2 where f, satisfies (2.2) above and (1 - (zl 8fJ.z) is 
bounded. Here 8 = a/Z= (1/2)(8/8x + i(a/ay)) denotes the usual “d-bar” 
derivative. This is similar to the decomposition in [6] which essentially 
replaces the 8 with the full gradient. It should also be compared to the 
Bloch space result of Axler in [4] which says that for conjugate analytic 
symbol S, Hf is bounded if and only if (1 - 1~1’) isf is bounded. In case f 
is real we have Ii?fsf2=(1/4)((i?f/iYx12+ laflayI)=(1/4) IVf 12, while if f is 
conjugate analytic then I@ ( 2 = (l/2) lVfl*. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
To make clear a point mentioned earlier, the projection P from L2 to A2 
is given explicitly by the formula 
(3.1) 
Thus P(fg) is defined for any f E L’ and g E H”. Iffis an analytic function 
in L’, then P(fg) = fg and for such functions the Hankel operator H, is 
zero. If f E L’ and the Hankel operator is bounded, then f - Pf = Hfl E L2 
and so in particular Pf E L’. Thus H, = Hf- Pf and we may replace f with 
f - Pf and suppose without any loss of generality that f E L2. The following 
is our main theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let f E L2 and let H, be defined on Ho0 by 
H,-g = fg - P( fg). Then the following are equivalent. 
(a) H, is bounded in the L2 norm. 
(b) sup {llf~~a-P(fO~,)ll:a~D}<~. 
(c) The function F(z) defined by 
is bounded. 
(d) f admits a decomposition f = fl +f2 where f2 is C’ on D and 
satisfies 
(1 - IzI ) 8f2(z) is bounded, 
while f, satisfies (2.2), that is, the function 
is bounded. 
For each of the conditions (a) through (b) we have an associated 
quantity or norm: Define C, through C4 as follows. 
CI = lW,ll = sup{ IlHrsll: llgll4 11 
c2 = sup II fo cp, - P(f O cp,)II 
U‘ZD 
c3 = lldl cc = SUP Im)l 
ZED 
G=infWII, + IIU - I4 ~sf,ll,:f =fi +fd. 
A consequence of the proof will be that there exist constants C(r), 
depending only on the hyperbolic radius of the disks D(z), such that 
Cj/C(r) < C, d C(r) Cj for all j, k E (1, 2, 3,4}. 
In the course of the proof we shall encounter many different constants. 
The symbol C without subscripts will denote an absolute constant which 
may be different from one occurrence to the next. The symbol C(r) will 
similarly denote different constants depending only on our initial choice 
of r. 
The plan of the proof will be to show that (a) =+ (b) * (c) * (d) =S (a). 
Only the last two implications are new. Note that a function in BM02 will 
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satisfy (c). Our implications (c) * (d) =z. (a) provide a new proof (at least 
in the unit disk) of the portion of [6] that says f E BMU’ implies H, is 
bounded. 
Proof Assume (a). Since U, takes H” to itself and preserves the L* 
norm, we conclude that U, H/U,* is bounded for any automorphism rp and 
has the same norm as H,. But simple calculations show that U,H,XJ,* = 
Hforp. TWlfocp-P(focp)II = IIHfo~lll G llff,,,ll= IIHfll~ and @I is 
established with C, < Cr. 
Now assume (b) and apply U,” to the function f 0 cp, - P(fo cp,) to get 
a function with the same norm: 
II&f - P(cPb.fll G c2. 
Writing this out as an integral gives (after a minor rearrangement) 
Since (lllNa)l) x D(a) < C(r) Iqhl* and h = (l/q:) P(q$ f) E A’, we obtain 
(c) and the estimate C: < C(r) Ci. 
Now let (c) be given. We are going to select a covering of D by disks 
Dj= D(z,, r/2) and then use (c) to associate an analytic function to each 
such disk. First select a sequence {zj} which satisfies d(zj, zk) > r/4 for 
every k #j and such that the collection {D(zj, r/3: j= 1,2, . ..} covers D. 
See [7, 141 for ways this can be done. Let Dj = D(z,, r/2). The two main 
properties of (Dj} that we need are the following. Firstly, there is a positive 
integer M(r) such that no point z E D lies in more than M(r) of the disks 
Dj, that is, 
C b,(z) d M(r) for all z E D. 
The same holds for the collection {D(z,, cr)} for any fixed finite c. 
Secondly, if Dj and D, overlap and z E Dj n Dk, then D(z, r/2) c D(zj, r) n 
D(zj, r). The first of these two facts is well known and follows easily from 
the automorphism invariance of the hyperbolic metric d and the observa- 
tion that the disks D(zj, r/8) are disjoint. The second is a simple conse- 
quence of the triangle inequality for d. 
By (c) associate to each j an analytic function hi(z) such that 
1 
s ID( ~2,) 
If-hj12dA<4F(z,)2<4C;. 
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(Recall that O(zj) = D(zj, r).) We will show that Ihj- hk] has an upper 
bound of C(r) C, on Dj n D,. For if z E Dj n D, then 
W,(z) -b(z)I IW, r/2)1 
112 
Ihj-f12 dA 
+ C(r) j ( 
112 
If-M2 dA 
D(a) 
< C(r)(F(zj) ID( I’* + F(Zk) ID( 1’2). 
Now, there exists a constant C(r) such that 
lD(Zj, r)l G C(r) ID(z, r/2)1 
whenever d(z, zj) < r. (See [26, p. 611.) This plus F(z) 6 C, gives 
IhjCz) - hk(Z)I G C(r) C3. (3.2) 
Now we are going to patch together the various hi using a partition of 
unity (yj} subordinate to the covering {Dj} with one additional property: 
(1 - IZI) IvYj(z)l G C(r). (3.3) 
It is standard how to achieve this, but here are most of the details. Select 
any fixed C” function $ with support in D(0, r/2) and such that I,G = 1 on 
D(0, r/3). Let ‘pj= ‘pz, be the Mobius transformation taking zj to 0 and let 
tij= $0 qj. Finally let yj = tijjlCk ek. Because the D(zj, r/3) cover D, the 
denominator stays bounded away from zero and because (0,) is a locally 
finite covering, yj is C”. It is routine to bound Vy, by first order derivatives 
of those ‘pj for which z E Dj times constants depending only on properties 
of II/. This will give (3.3). 
Now define f2 = C hjyj and fi =f -f2 and we will verify (d) for these 
functions. Note that f2 is actually C”, although we will only need C’ for 
(4 * (4. 
j (J 
112 
a D(z) If-hj12 IYj12dA > 
> 
112 
a If-hjl’dA 
i 
< M(3r) F(z,) ID( ‘12. 
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The last inequality is because D,c D(zi) but at most M(3r) of the Di 
actually intersect D(z). Thus 
where C(r) > M(3r)2 SUP{ lD(Zj)l/lD(Z)l: Dj n D(Z) # @a>. 
Turning now to f2, fix a point z and let J be the set of integers j such 
that ZE Dj. Then 
h(Z)= 1 hjYj. 
jeJ 
Let us suppose for convenience that 1 E J and write 
f2b) = 1 (h,(z) + h,<z) -h,(z)) ~~(4 
jtJ 
=h,(z) + C (hj(z)-hl(z)) Yj(z) 
whence 
I%2,(4l= 1 (hi(z) - h(z)) &J~(z) 
jeJ 
<M(r) C(r) C,(l- lzl)-’ 
because J contains at most M(r) integers and Ih,(z) - h,(z)/ < C(r) C3 from 
(3.2), while l&j/ d (Vy,(z)J < C(r)(l - 1~1)~’ from (3.3). 
Before we show (d)*(a) we need a few simple lemmas about the 
orthogonal complement L2@A2 of A*. The following is mentioned in 
passing in [lo]. A proof for p = 2 is contained in [a], and the proof for 
general p is identical. Let B = a/& = (l/2)(8,‘& - i(a/ay)). 
LEMMA 1. Let 1 <p< 00, and let p’= p/(p- 1). Define (Ap)’ = 
{kELP’:JgEdA=Of or all g E AP }. Then (AP)’ is the closure in Lp’ of the 
set of all & such that z is C” with compact support in D. In particular, 
L20A2 = (A2)l = L2-closure{&: T E C,“(D)}. 
Note. We see ar instead of dr in the description of (Ap)l because the 
pairing is conjugate linear in the second variable instead of linear. 
The following is an easy consequence of the isometry of the Fourier 
transform on L2(R2). 
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LEMMA 2. If z is in C:(D) then dz and $7 have the same norm in L2. 
Xote. There is also an Lp analogue of this lemma which we will need 
briefly in Section 5: If 1 < p < cc there is a constant C, such that for all 
r E C,“(D) we have llarI\ p d C, JlarII p. This follows from the Calderon- 
Zygmund theory of singular integrals: ar is a singular integral transform of 
at with kernel (Z- 5))‘. 
For a final lemma we need a sort of weighted Sobolev inequality. It is 
extremely simple and so probably not unknown, but I do not know a 
reference. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 < p < CO. There is a constant C, such that ift E C,“(D), 
then 
I I+)l p D (1 - I4 1” dA(z)<C,S IVzlpdA. D 
ProoJ First put z = re”, then write 
l,(rei’)jp=lJw a “(E”)” dsl <jl p It(se”)IP~’ IVz(se”)l ds. 
r r 
Multiply both sides of this inequality by r( 1 - r2)-p and integrate with 
respect to r, using Fubini’s Theorem on the right. This yields 
s l IT(re”)l p 0 (1-r2)p r dr < s d p Ir(seie)l p-1 IVz(se”)I ji (1 Lr2)p dr ds. 
Now 
s 
s r 1 
-dr=- 
0 (1 - r*)” p-l 
If we put this in the above inequality, integrate with respect to 0, and use 
Holder’s inequality, we get 
s Ir(z)l p dA(z) D (l- Iz12)p 
UP 
IVr(z)( p dA(z) . 
Dividing by the first factor on the right proves the lemma (after observing 
that 1- (z)*<2(1- 1~1)). 
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We are now ready to prove (d) +- (a). Let f = fi + f2 as in (d) and let 
g E H co. Then, as mentioned in the Introduction, we have 
IlH~,~Il*W~gll*=~ l~121fi12~~Q~~~~~Il~l12, (3.4) 
D 
where C(r) as usual depends only on r and 
1 
B = ‘yp ID(z)1 I 
If,12dA=supG(z)*<C~. 
D(z) z 
This explicit form for the right hand side of (3.4) is easiest o see using the 
method of [ 131: Dominate lg(z)l’ by jD(Z) (gl* &t/ID(z)1 and interchange 
the order of integration in (3.4). Thus 11 H, 11 6 C(r) C,. Finally we show 
that IIHJ <CC,. Let z E C,“(D), and consider 
I(Hf,g, ar>l = I(fzg, az>l 
G ccl llgll WII 
6 cc4 llgll IIWI. (3.5) 
The third equality is just integration by parts. The three inequalities are (in 
order) Cauchy-Schwarz, Lemma 3, and Lemma 2. Finally, by Lemma 1 we 
can get the norm of Hhg by taking the supremum over all z with lliY7ll < 1. 
This shows II H,l)I < CC,. When added to the estimate for fi, we get 
/I Hfll d C(r) Cd. This completes the proof of (d) + (a) and of Theorem 1. 
4. COMPACT HANKEL OPERATORS 
Given the large number of analogous results, it is not at all surprising 
that the.characterization of compact Hankel operators is just the “little oh” 
version of the boundedness condition. The proof is a matter of tracing 
through the main theorem and showing that where one of the constants Cj 
occurs one can actually put a quantity tending to zero as IzI tends to one. 
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THEOREM 2. Let f E L2. The following are equivalent. 
(a) H, is (extends to) a compact operator from A2 to L2. 
(b) lf~cP,-P(f~cp,)ll+Oas lal+LaED. 
(c) The function F(z) defined (as before) by 
F(z)~ = inf 
tends to zero as JzI tends to 1. 
(d) f admits a decomposition f = fi + f2 so that (1 - lzl) 8f2(z) + 0 as 
IzI + 1, and G(z) + 0 as IzI -+ 1 where f2 E C’(D) and (as before) 
1 
WI2 = lDtzJl s o(z) Ifil’dA. 
Proof First observe that the functions II focp,- P(fo(p,)ll 
(= II fcp: - P(f&)ll), I;(z), G(z), and (1 - lzl) aif, are all continuous on D 
and so the conditions (a) through (d) all imply the boundedness of the 
respective functions and of H, 
Assuming (a) we get 
IIHf(dJll = II u,,jf 0 (~a - P(f 0 cpJ)ll 
= IIf~cP,--P(f~rp,N 
Since H, is compact and (Pi -+ 0 weakly as Ial + 1, it follows that 
II H,.( qh)ll -+ 0. This and the above prove (b). 
Given (b) we observe that the proof of Theorem 1 actually showed that 
F(a)’ d C(r) II fo cp, - P(fo CPA 2 
and (c) is an immediate consequence. 
A careful reading of the proof of the implication (c) = (d) in Theorem 1 
reveals that the function fi produced there actually satisfies 
1 
s P(z)l D(z) 
Ifi12dA<C(r)sup(F(w)2: w~D(z,2r)) 
and the right hand side goes to zero at the boundary of D whenever F(z) 
does. Similarly 
[hi(z) - hk(z)( < C(r) sup{F(w)‘: w ED(z, 2r)) 
whenever D,i n Dk # 0. This implies (1 - lzl) df2(z) + 0 as IzI + 1 in the 
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same way that the boundedness of h,- h, led to the boundedness in 
Theorem 1 (d). 
Finally, assume (d). It follows easily (see [ 161) that MY, is compact and 
therefore Hfi = (I-P) M, is also compact. It remains to be shown that Hf 
is compact. Let g, E A* be a sequence tending weakly to zero. Then )I g,(l 
is a bounded sequence, while g,(z) + 0 uniformly on compact sets in D. Let 
E >O. Choose a compact set K so that (1 - lzl) liTf2(z)l <E when zeD\K 
and then choose an integer n, such that lg,(z)l <E when ZE K and n > n,. 
Then 
Thus, I/H, g,Il < C(r) s, n 2 n,, and so IIHrgg,ll -+ 0 as n + co. This shows 
that Hr is compact and therefore also HP This completes the proof. 
Remark. While (c) does imply (d) in the present theorem, one does not 
need the full strength of (d) to obtain (a). An examination of the proof 
shows that all that is needed is the following ostensibly weaker condition: 
(d2) For each E > 0 it is possible to decompose f into fi +f2 in such 
a way that lim sup,=, _ , G(z) < E and lim sup,,, _ , (1 - IzI ) &(z) < E. 
Stroethoffs result in [IS] is the equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) for 
bounded f: If f is bounded, one can replace the L2 norms in (b) and (c) 
with Lp norms. To see this, consider part (c). It is clear that 
1 
s ID( DC=) 
PI* 
when p < 2. If p > 2 then fix z and select an h minimizing (l/lD(z)l) 
j-D(r) If-hl’d4. Th en I~~~~12~~~~ll~~~~l~~D~,~lf12~~~~Ilfll~ for 
w~D(z, r/2). When p>2 this leads to (l/JD(z)l)JD(,) If-hlPdA< 
C llfll”,-’ (l/lD(z)l) sD(Z) If - hi2 dA provided the radius r is replaced by 
r/2. But since any r may be chosen to begin with, the Lp version obtained 
in [18] is a consequence of the L* version. We will see in the next section 
that this is not the case when f is not bounded. 
580/l 10/Z-2 
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5. BOUNDEDNESS IN Lp,p>l 
One can also ask about the boundedness of H, in the Lp norm. That is, 
ask for which f one has the following estimate: There exists a constant C 
such that 
II fg - w!T)ll pd c II gll p’ geH”. 
As in the case p = 2 there is no loss of generality to suppose at the outset 
that f 6 Lp. The proof for Lp boundedness is identical (nearly) to the proof 
of Theorem 1. There is only a slight complication in condition (b) of the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 < p < cc and let f E Lp. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
(d) 
H, is bounded in the Lp norm. 
supaeD dist,(f 0 cpO, AP) < co. 
sup,,,inf{(l/lD(z)~)~,~,,~f-h(PdA:h~AP}<co. 
f = fi + fi where (1 - lzl) 8f2(z) is bounded and 
ProoJ 
1 
;yt: ID(z)1 s D(Z) IfllpdA<co. 
In place of U, we have the following isometries on Lp: 
v, = (cp')""fOq. 
(5.1) 
Then the V, are invertible for any automorphism cp of D and I’; = V,- ,. 
Now, with cp = qa, 
(5.2) 
where h, = V,.PjYJ 1) E AP. All we need here is the fact that P is bounded 
in the Lp norm for all 1 < p < co. Since the VvO are isometries, (5.2) implies 
that dist,(f 0 qa, Ap) < IIHf( 1)ll P < l/H,-11. So (b) follows from (a). 
Now assume (b) so that there is a constant C and analytic functions h, 
with 
s If~qo-h,lPdA<C, aED. 
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APPLY V,, to get 
This gives (c) in the same way as in Theorem 1, via Iqbl’> 
c(lllNa)l) xDco). 
If we assume (c) we obtain f =fi +f2 in exactly the same way as in 
Theorem 1 except that Lp integrals appear everywhere in place of L2 
integrals. Thus (d) follows from (c). 
To get from (d) to (a) it suffices to have the Lp versions of Lemmas 1, 
2, and 3 and the Lp version of the boundedness for iUfi. We estimate the 
Lp norm of H, g by the Lp norm offi g as in the p = 2 case, but using the 
fact that (5.1) is just the requirement for 1 fi 1 p d,4 to be a Carleson measure 
for AP [17, 9, 133. We estimate the Lp norm of Hf,g just as in (3.5), except 
that the duality between Lp and Lp’ is used and Holder’s inequality replaces 
Cauchy-Schwarz. We need to make use of the facts that H,, g E (Ap’)’ and 
that Lp’ = AP’ @ (Ap)‘, which follow easily from the boundedness of P in 
Lp norm. 
As promised in Section 2, I will show how the BMO-VMO conditions 
are implied by the BDA conditions (c) in Theorems 1, 2, and 3 
PROPOSITION 1. For each p > 1 there is a constant C, such that iff is real 
or the conjugate of an analytic function, then 
1 
2: ID( s 
lf-clpdA< inf (5*3) D(=) 
ProoJ: After a translation and dilation it is enough to prove the 
proposition with the unit disk and ordinary Lebesgue measure in place of 
D(z) and (l/lD(z)l) dA. In this proof, norms will be the Lp norm. It is well 
known (see [26, p. 75, Exercise 91 but correct it by changing f to f - f(0)) 
that if g E AP then II g - g(O)11 <C, I(Im gll. Now if f is real and its distance 
from AP is 1, let ge AP be chosen with II f - gl( i 2. Then IIIm gll = 
IIIm(f - g)ll d 2 as well. Thus l/g- g(O)11 <2C,. Putting these two together 
gives II f - g(O)11 d I( f - gl/ + llg- g(O)11 d 2 + 2Cp. This gives (5.3) (after 
a translation and dilation). A similar argument may be used when f is 
conjugate analytic. 
It is easy to prove a compactness criterion for H, on AP and it is just the 
“little oh” analogue of Theorem 3 or the Lp analogue of Theorem 2. The 
results in [ 183 imply that for f E L” the operator H, is compact as an 
operator on AP if and only if it is compact as an operator on A’. We show 
now that this is not true for unboundedf: Taking f to be real, we may use 
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the BMO versions of conditions (c) of the various theorems. If p > 2 we 
need to construct a function such that inf,..o( l/ID(z)1 ) jDCZ) 1f- cl 2 d,4 + 0 
while inf,..o( l/lD(z)l) Jo(;) If- cIp dA sr 0 aslzl --t 1, z E D. Simply define f
separately on a sequence of disjoint disks {D(z~)}. Require that soCZk) f dA 
=O and jDczk) If I’dA=o(I~(z,)l) but jDczkj If IpdA#o(lD(zk)l). This is 
possible because the inclusion map is not continuous from L* to Lp. 
6. SCHATTEN CLASSES 
The Schatten ideal Yp consists of all the operators Ton the Hilbert space 
for which the singzdur numbers s,(T) form a sequence belonging to 1J’. The 
singular numbers of the operator T are defined by 
s,=s,(T)=inf{IIT-Kll:rankKbn}. (6.1) 
An equivalent definition, better for some purposes, is 
s,=inf{IITl WIJ:codim W=n}. (6.2) 
The s”, norm 1 T1 p of an operator T is the Zp norm of its singular numbers. 
Let Hf be a bounded Hankel operator and let f = fi + f2 as in part (d) 
of Theorem 1. The argument in the proof of (d) 3 (a) actually shows that 
for any function g E A2 
IIf& g/l 6 JIM, Al 
and 
Thus, from (6.2), the singular numbers for H, and H,, are dominated by 
those for Mf, I,,,* and M,,-,,,,afZ A~. I Fortunately the Schatten ideal charac- 
terization of these multiplication operators from AZ to L2 is available in 
Cl51. 
Previous results on the Schatten class membership of Hankel operators 
can be found in [3, 24, 253. 
Let dA(z) = (1 - lz12)-* dA(z) be the automorphism invariant measure 
on D. Remember that D(z) = D(z, r) where r is some fixed but arbitrary 
positive number. 
THEOREM 4. Let 1 Q p < 00 and let f E L2. Assume that er is bounded in 
the L2 norm. Then the following are equivalent. 
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(a) H, belongs to q. 
(b) If~22 
while for all p > 1 
(6.4) 
(cl jmYw 1 z < cc where F(z) is defined as in Theorem l(c). 
(d) f = fi + f2 where f, satisfies 
112 
E Lp( D, d/I), 
and (1 - IzJ ) 8f2 satisfies the same condition as f, . 
For each of the conditions (b), (c), and (d), there is an equivalent condi- 
tion in which sums over separated sequences replace integration with 
respect to d1. This gives us the equivalent theorem that follows. We will 
defer to the end of the section the proof that the two forms are equivalent. 
What we will actually prove is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4’. Let 1 d p < co and let je L2. Assume that H, is bounded in 
the Lz norm. Then the following are equivalent. 
(a’) Hf belongs to 3. 
(b’) For every separated sequence {ik} in D (that is, infj,, d(cj, ck) 
>O) we have tjp > 2 
c IIf~cPa-P(f~cp,,)IIP<~, (6.5) 
while for all p 2 1 we have 
D(~,If”~c,-P(fo~ix)12dA <co. > 
PI2 
(c’) For every separated sequence as in (b’), xk F(ck)’ < co. 
(d’) f =fI +f2 such that for every separated sequence as in (b’) 
(6.6) 
and the same holds with (1 - Iz( ) c?f2 in place of ji . 
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Proof: Let Hfg YP. For any bounded operator A from a Hilbert space 
into A’, HfA is in YP with the Schatten norm tHyAl p < 1 H,I p llA[l. Then, 
if p 3 2, we have [8, p. 951 for every orthonormal sequence { ek} 
1 IIHfAekllPd Ifff4,,G IMI Ifffl,. 
k 
It is well known [ 1,7] that if {ik} is a separated sequence then the 
operator A taking ek to VP;, is bounded. Thus 
where we write (Pk for ‘po. Thus 
This is just (6.5). 
= 1 llHfdll ’ < 00. 
In case 1~ p < 2 we use the following fact [S, p. 941: For an operator 
T and any orthonormal sequence (ek} 
We apply this to B*HfA where A is as before but B is defined by Bek = 
C&(&f&6) where ck is chosen to make Bek a unit vector. That is, 
ck= (JD(<~) IHj(Pi12 dA)- ‘/’ Then B is clearly bounded. (If the collection . 
{D(ck)} is disjoint this is immediate. In general it is a finite union of 
disjoint sequences.) Thus 
=; (Ck(ff&c, XDK,JH&))~ 
=I I(B*H,-Aek, ek)lP< co. 
The secoud last equality above combines the definition of ck and that of the 
inner product. The second is a change of variables in each integral 
z + qk(z). Condition (6.6) is just the finiteness of the first sum. This same 
sum is finite for p > 2 because of (6.5). Thus (a) implies (b’). 
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As in the proof of Theorem 1 we easily obtain 
and so (c’) follows from (b’). 
We have already seen in Section 4 that G(z) d C(r) F(z) where F(z) = 
sup{F(w): w E D(z, 2r)). It is easy to verify from its definition that 
P< C(r) Fj where F3 is the same as F except it uses D(z, 3r) instead of 
D(z, r). Put another way, G&z) 6 C(r) F(z) where G,,, is defined the same 
as G except it uses D(z, r/3) instead of D(z, r). Thus (d’) is immediate with 
this change in r. However, once we have shown that (d’) implies (a) for any 
r, we will have (d’) equivalent to the rest for all r. 
Finally, let us assume (d’). This is (nearly) the condition obtained in 
[ 151 which is equivalent to a Toeplitz operator belonging to $,2. In that 
paper the disk D was broken down in?o convenient pieces which are 
roughly the size of D(ck) but have the advantage of being disjoint and 
covering D. Nevertheless the result obtained there is easily shown to be 
equivalent to the following. 
THEOREM. Let p be a positive measure on D. Define an operator T, on 
A2 as follows: (T,, g, h) = SD gt? dp, g, h E A2. Then T, E YP if and only iffor 
every separated sequence { [,} we have 
In our case we want the Schatten class membership of M,: A2 + L* for 
$ = fi or (1 - lzl) 8f2. To get this from the above theorem observe that 
so M$l4, = TIS,z. Thus [8, Chapt. II, Sect. 21, M, E Yp if and only if 
TIslz E Yppi2. Finally, by the problem above on Toeplitz operators, the con- 
dition in (d’) is exactly what is needed to have both T,,,z and T,,, ~ ,z,,Eh,2 
belong to Yp,*. Thus the corresponding multiplication operators M,, and 
M (r _ ,r,)Elf2 belong to Yp and so, by the remarks preceding the theorem, H/ 
belongs to Yp. This finishes the proof. 
Let us now see how the conditions (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent to 
their primed counterparts. 
To see that (6.3) follows from (6.5), fix a sequence {zk} such that 
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{D(zk)} is disjoint and select a ck in D(z,, r/2) which maximizes 
1) fo ‘pc - P(fo (pi)ll. Then this sequence is separated and 
=tr)x Iif”(Pk-P(fo~kk)liP< co 
k 
by (6.5). If we repeat this a finite number of times with appropriately 
chosen {zk}, we get (6.3). 
Now suppose that we have (6.3) and let {ik} be a separated sequence. 
In the usual way we rewrite (6.3) as 
Recalling that q;(z) = -(l - l~l’)(l - cz)-’ it is easy to see that 
(1 - lil’)-” II~f(P;llp= lWf(l -~~~))r211p is subharmonic in 5. From this it 
follows that 
t1 - liki*)” 
lD(5k)l 
Iwfrp;ll p 40 
Summing over all k gives (6.5). 
Now I will prove the equivalence of (c) and (c’). For (d) the proof goes 
much the same way, and it will be omitted. So assume (c’) and let {zk} be 
some separated sequence with {D(zk)} Covering D. Choose a point [k in 
each disk D(zk) so that 
F(‘(ik)’ = inf 
h’/l’&-JD(ir)lf-hl’dA 
is maximized. Then 
1 (F(OP WC) Gc I(,,, F(c)p &c) < C(r) 1 F(tk)P n(D(zk)). 
Since {ck} is a finite union of separated sequences and A(o(z)) is indepen- 
dent of z, this shows that (c) follows from (c’). 
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Finally, assume (c) and let {ck} be any separated sequence. If z is any 
point in D(lk, r/2), then D(ik, r/2)cD(z). Then for any SEA* 
1 
s 
W-1 ’ 
IWL r/2)1 
If- 4’dA G ID~z~l I D(z) If-4’dA. (6.7) ~(h,~12) 
Select an h which nearly minimizes the right hand side, and then replace 
the left hand side by its i&mum to obtain Fl12(ik) G C(r) F(z) for any 
z E D(ik, r/2), where F1,2 is defined like F except with r replaced by r/2. 
This easily implies that F1,2([k)P < C(r) jDcrk) F* dA and summing this gives 
(c’) except that r is replaced with r/2. But the equivalence of (c’) with (a), 
which is independent of r, shows that (c’) follows for any r. 
To close this section I would like to point out that for p = 1, (6.3) and 
(6.5) are not equivalent to the rest of the statements. For 1 <p < 2 they 
probably still are but I do not have a proof at present. To see that (6.3) 
does not follow from (d) when p = 1, select f(z) = Z( 1 - Iz~~)~, with c1> 1. 
Then if we letf=fr we get [(l/lD(~)l)~,~,, ~fi~2dA]“2<C(r)(l-~z~2)a. 
Since the right hand side of this integrable with respect to dA, (d) is 
satisfied with p = 1. Nevertheless, (6.3) is not. For if we estimate 
IIf~~--P(f~cp~)ll= Ilh--P(fv’;)ll by sup{I(f~;,k)l:k~L~0A~} 
we see that is is clearly greater than a constant multiple of 
~(2(1-~~~~)~(p~,~)~=~~~z~~(1-~z~*)”(1-~~~~)(1-~z)~*dA~. Because 
of the rotational symmetry, this last is a nonzero multiple of Iv;(O) = 
C,(l - IQ’). But this is not integrable with respect to d1([) and so (6.3) 
fails for p = 1. 
7. REMARKS 
I will discuss here without proof some additional extensions (and hoped 
for future extensions) of Theorems 1 through 4. 
Weighted Bergman Spaces. The method employed in Section 6 works 
almost without change to produce the corresponding theorems for certain 
weighted Bergman spaces AP*a, with - 1 < p < l/(p - 1). Note the limita- 
tions on the exponent p. These are defined to be the Banach spaces of 
analytic functions belonging to Lp(dAp) where dAg(z) = (1 - IzI 2)8 dA(z). 
The definition of the Hankel operator Hr is formally the same except that 
the projection P should be interpreted as (or replaced by) the projection P, 
of LzS8 = L’(D, dAB) onto A 2,8. All four theorems are true as stated for these 
weighted spaces if the norms II .I[ of functions and operators are interpreted 
in this weighted sense. The only non-routine part of the verification of this 
statement is the appropriate handling of (d)+(a): The implication 
(a)*(b) is obtained the same way (in all four theorems) using the 
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appropriate replacements for the U, and V,. The implication (b) * (c) 
uses the same ideas and produces (c) exactZy as stated and without reinter- 
pretation. Thus, (d) follows immediately. To get (d) * (a) it is necessary to 
have a replacement for the three lemmas of Section 3. It is for this reason 
that fl is required to be less than l/(p - 1): I am unable to obtain the 
proper analogue of Lemma 2 for larger values of j?. The subspace 
L2./3@,42,8 is obtained as follows: An L2,B functionfis analytic if and only 
if i?f is zero in the sense of distributions, i.e., if and only if 
for all ZE C,“(D). Thus 
L2-B@A 2,8 = L2’p-closure 
a7 
(l- 142)8 
This is the proper analogue of Lemma 1 for p = 2. The general case is 
similar. The appropriate analogue of Lemma 3 is also valid. What one 
needs is the following inequality: 
I 
I7(z)l p 
D (1- Iz12)pP+pPP dA(z) G cjD (1 $,s,~, d&j. 
This follows exactly as in Lemma 3 except that after reaching inequality 
(3.4) one multiplies by r( 1 - r2)- psP p+B instead of merely r( 1 - r2)-“. 
There is some difficulty with Lemma 2. At present I cannot obtain the 
appropriate extension required for weighted spaces. What would be needed 
is 
for all 7 E C,“(D). I do not know if this is valid for all /? > 1 but it is valid 
as long as the weight (1 - 1~1’)) pB+ B has an extension to all of C that 
belongs to Muckenhoupt’s class A,. Muckenhoupt’s class is the class of 
weights for which Calderon-Zygmund singular integrals are bounded in Lp 
of the weight. Since 87 is a singular integral of 87 we will have the above 
inequality when (1 - IzI’)-~~+~ is in A,,. This is the case only for the range 
- 1 </I < l/(p - 1). Thus, for this range of b, we obtain (d) =- (a) for the 
weighted spaces Ap’B. 
Entire Functions. Another situation where the same difficulty shows up 
and for which there is not even this partial result is the so-called Fock 
space. In this case the domain is the entire plane C instead of the disk and 
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there is of necessity a weight, namely exp( - [z1’/2). The appropriate 
analogues of (a)+(b)*(c) =z- (d) still hold. What is needed to obtain a 
version of Theorems 14 here is a proof that iffZ is C” with 8fT bounded, 
then H, is bounded (or the appropriate compactness or Schatten class 
statement). Now analogues of Lemmas 1 and 3 are available (with essen- 
tially the same proofs), but Lemma 2 would take the form (when p = 2) 
SC l%(z)12 exp(lz12/2) dA(z) 6 C SC l&(z)l’ exp(lz12/2) &t(z). The weight 
exp( Iz12/2) does not belong to A, so we cannot even get a partial result 
here. It seems possible that this inequality might still be valid and so the 
results of Theorems 1 through 4 might still hold. It might even be that 
the theorems hold without this inequality being valid. I do not know 
what the true situation might be as of this writing. 
Several Complex Variables. If the unit disk is replaced with the unit ball 
B, in CN and dA is replaced with the 2N-dimensional volume measure dV, 
then the forward implications of Theorem 1 still go through in appropriate 
form from (a) to (d). It might be added that (d) is even a little stronger 
than might be expected: 8f2 is a vector and its component in the radial 
direction at z is no larger than C( 1 - 1~1)) ’ while its components in the 
complex directions orthogonal to the radius through z are no larger than 
C( 1 - IzI )- ‘12. Now the orthogonal complement o A2 in the ball is the 
closure of the set of all h such that h dV has the form 87 where 7 is a C” 
form of type (N- 1, N) with compact support in B,. In place of Lemmas 2 
and 3 we would need an inequality like the following: Let RT(z) denote the 
radial component of t(z). Then 
2fio 5 IR7(z)l 2 BN (1 - Izl’)’ + 17(z) - R7(412 (I- I4’) dV(z) < c jB, l&7(z)12 N(z). 
I do not have such an inequality at this writing but I am hopeful that it 
might be true. A more ambitious inequality in which the complicated 
integrand on the left above is replaced by 17j2 (1 - lzl’))’ seems less likely 
to be true, though I do not have a counterexample. I am able to prove the 
above inequality for the case 7 = R7. 
Other Domains in C. The theorems can be adapted to obtain valid 
results in any bounded domain in C bounded by C’ curves. This is 
almost trivial if the domain is simply connected. If the domain is multiply 
connected, then condition (b) of the theorems will have to be abandoned 
and one goes directly from (a) to (c). This is easily done in the disk: simply 
apply the operator ZY, to the appropriate function (usually cpb) and 
estimate as in the last part of the (b) 5 (c) proof. For a domain W with 
circles for boundaries, assume the unit circle is the outer boundary. Then 
use the same functions cp: with the points a that are close to this boundary 
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(and hence far from the other boundaries). View the disks D(a) not as 
hyperbolic disks in D but merely as a collection of disks whose radii are 
proportional to their distances from the boundary. In this way, (a) =S (c) is 
easily obtained and with the same point of view, so is (c) 3 (d) * (a). If W 
does not have circles for boundary curves, it can be transformed to one 
that does via a conformal map with bounded distortion. The result is the 
following. 
THEOREM 5. Let W he a bounded domain in the complex plane with C’ 
boundary. Let P denote the projection from L2( W, dA) to A*(W) = 
X n L*( W, dA) and define erg = fg - P(fg) for any f in L*. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(a) IS, is bounded in the L* norm. 
(c) Let O<q< 1. IfD(z)= { WEWIZ-wl<ndist(z,C\W)), then 
;~w”~~‘~IDIr,If-h12dA<~. 
sup inf 
(d) f=fi+f2 where 
and dist(z, C\ W) 8f2 is bounded. 
All that one needs to show that (d) * (a) are the appropriate analogues 
of Lemmas 1 through 3 with the distance to the boundary of W in place 
of 1 - IzI. These are easily proved in the same way as the originals. 
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